
U10 Yearly Plan

*Athletic Stance
*Balance in All Terrain (Develop Point of Reference)
*Jumping
*Gliding
*Outside Ski Pressure
*Pole Usage

75% Directed Free Skiing
10% Drills
10% Gates (Brushes & Stubbies)
5% Competition Simulation

Athletic Stance- Skis flat on snow, ankles flexed, hips over ankles, hands/arms
in front of torso, head up and eyes forward, ankles/legs/core in tension

Balance in All Terrain- The athlete should develop the ability to maintain an
athletic stance as the terrain/speed/surface changes, this is their point of
reference for Balance.

Jumping- The athlete should be able to demonstrate that they are in balance
during all aspects of jumping.  Pole hoppers/take off/in the air/landing/ terrain
park.

Gliding- The athlete should be able to demonstrate that their skis can run flat on
the snow, and able to get into/out of a tuck while maintaining balance.

Outside Ski Pressure- The athlete should be able demonstrate the ability to
make turns in either direction with the inside ski off the snow surface throughout
the turn.

Pole Usage - athletes hold poles correctly in athletic position and begin to
establish timing with a plant.

December- Balance



We will work on Stance & Balance both static and dynamic, Gliding and
Jumping with pole hoppers/brushes/dye/rope.

January -  Balance & Edge Pressure
We will work on Stance & Balance both dynamically, Gliding and Jumping with

pole hoppers/brushes/dye/rope and start to Work on Outside Ski Skiing.

February-Introduce- Turn Shape into the mix
Continue with the previous month’s plan and now bring in Turn Shape with the

use of brushes/obstacle and kombi course sets.

March-Introduce some Competition Simulation
By this point of the season the athlete should be able to demonstrate the 5

areas of Focus  and we will introduce Starts and Finishes.

SkillsQuest Drills for the Season
*Pole Jumpers video
*Outside Ski Turns video
*Straight Run to Sideslip with Edge Set video
*Free Ski with Pole Usage video

https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582471281001/phase-3-pole-jumper-in-a-tuck
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582483837001/phase-2-outside-ski-turns
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582457553001/phase-2-straight-run-side-slip-edge-set
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582457552001/phase-2_free-skiing-with-pole-usage

